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GENERAL INFORMATION 
 
 

1. This is a Certificate of Need application for the development of ambulatory health 
care centers (including primary care centers or community health centers, 
satellite clinics, urgent care centers, etc.).  ALL QUESTIONS in this application 
must be addressed. 

 
2. A letter of intent must be submitted at least fifteen (15) days prior to the 

application.  The letter of intent must include enough information to indicate the 
name of the project, its approximate location, nature, scope, cost and the time 
frame for the development of the service. 

 
3. The Certificate of Need staff will review the application for completeness upon its 

receipt.  Within fifteen (15) days, the application will either be declared complete 
or a request for additional information will be issued. 

 
4. This is an application for an expedited review.  If it is determined that the project 

described in this form is not eligible for a expedited review, then an order will be 
issued requiring the application to undergo a standard review. 

 
5. Any amendment to the application must be made in writing.  If an amendment is 

deemed to be substantial by the Certificate of Need Program, the review of the 
application may be extended or the application may be withdrawn and made 
subject to a new review cycle. 

 
6. An applicant may withdraw its application at any time without prejudice.  

Applicants must notify the Certificate of Need Program in writing of such action. 
 
7. Assemble the application in the same sequence as this form.  In the upper right 

hand corner of each page, including attachments, specify the page number.  In 
the upper left hand corner of each page, repeat the facility name and case file 
number.  Response to items should be provided repeating each question before 
providing your response. 

 
8. Applicants must provide a signed original as well as three (3) copies of the entire 

application to: 
 

Dayle Stepp, Certificate of Need Program 
West Virginia Health Care Authority 
100 Dee Drive 
Charleston, WV 25311-1692 
 

 
 These copies should be submitted in the following manner: 
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a. The original application must be in a three-ring, hard-back notebook with 
alphabetized section dividers. 

 
b. Three (3) copies are to be submitted unbound and unstapled. 

 
9. Applicants must be also provide one (1) copy of the entire application to: 
 

Offices of the Insurance Commissioner 
Consumer Advocacy Division 
Post Office Box 50540 
Charleston, West Virginia 25305 
 

10. The application and any other material in the case file become public documents 
and are available for inspection and copying upon request. 

 
11. Data, Certificate of Need Standards, and approved need methodologies will 

provided by the Authority upon request only. 
 
12. Certificate of Need law and regulations may be obtained by contacting: 
 

Administrative Law Division 
Secretary of State’s Office 
Building 1, Suite 157-K 
Charleston, West Virginia 25305 
(304) 558-6000 
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_______________________________               Page ___________ 
 
CON File # _____________________ 
 
1. IDENTIFICATION OF THE APPLICANT 

A. ___________________________________________________________ 
Name of Facility at Which Project Will Be Developed 

 
  ___________________________________________________________ 
  Address of Facility 
 
  ___________________________________________________________ 
  Project Name 
 
 B. ___________________________________________________________ 
  Name of Applicant 
 
  ___________________________________________________________ 
  Address of Applicant 
 
  ___________________________________________________________ 
  Name and Title of Chief Executive Officer  Telephone 
 
 C. ___________________________________________________________ 
  Contact Person 
 
  ___________________________________________________________ 
  Address       Telephone 
 
 D. Type of Organization 
 
    PROPRIETARY  NON-PROFIT  GOVERNMENTAL 
  
  ___ Individual  ___ Corporation  ___ State 
  ___ Partnership  ___ Church   ___ County 
  ___ Corporation  ___ Other (Specify)  ___ Other (Specify) 
  ___ Other (Specify) 
 
 E. ___________________________________________________________ 
  Medicare/Medicaid Provider Numbers 
 
 
 
 
 
CON-40 
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_______________________________               Page ___________ 
 
CON File # _____________________ 
 
2. AUTHORIZATION 
 

A. Attach articles of Certificate of incorporation or filed articles of general or 
limited partnership. 

 
B. List members of board of directors of the corporation, or general partners 

if a general or limited partnership. 
 

C. Attach a copy of the resolution or minutes of the governing body 
meeting(s) wherein this project was approved.  Also include authorization 
designating the signer of the application and contact person in question #1 
to act on behalf of the applicant. 

 
3. PROJECT DESCRIPTION 

Generally describe the project.  Include (a) specific services to be 
provided, (b) proposed service area and population to be served, (c) capacity of 
the proposed service(s), (d) capital expenditure, (e) projected annual operating 
expenses for the first five (5) years of operation, and (f) general organization and 
management structure. 

4. PROJECT COST 

A. Provide detailed information regarding the capital expenditure associated 
with this project in Table 4.A. 

B. Include schematic drawings, site plan, options, lease agreements, and 
construction contracts, as applicable. 

C. Provide a breakdown of equipment acquisition costs as indicated in Table 
4.A, item f. 

5. FINANCING 

A. Describe the proposed method of financing the project in Table 5. 

B. Does the project require any refinancing?  If so, explain financing details. 

 

 

CON-40.2 
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_______________________________               Page ___________ 
 
CON File # _____________________ 

 
 
C. Indicate the project’s requirement for new working capital, including 

requirement due to start-up expenses.  Indicate source of funds.  If 
working capital is to be borrowed, indicate principal, interest rate and term.  
Also indicate the total working capital to be financed. 
 

6. TIMETABLE 

  Provide a timetable for implementation of this project in Table 6. 

7. NEED ANALYSIS-See Section 8 

Provide an analysis of the need for the proposed service based upon five 
year population projections for the service area and consistent with the State 
Health Plan objectives. 

 
 

8.   CONSISTENCY WITH THE STATE HEALTH PLAN 

Provide an analysis of the project’s consistency with the applicable 
standards.  List each applicable objective and standard in the Ambulatory Care 
Center Standards and demonstrate the extent to which the project meets each of 
these objectives. 

 
 
    AMBULATORY CARE CENTERS 
 
 
I. DEFINITIONS 
 

A. Private Office Practice of Health Professionals:  Private office practice of 
health professionals is the private office practice of any one or more health 
professionals licensed to practice in the state providing outpatient care.  Private office 
practices have a separate and independent financial and administrative status.  The 
organizational structure of the practice may be individual, partnership, or professional 
corporation.  Practice will include professional services and other basic primary care 
services as defined by the Office of Community and Rural Health.  Private office 
practice is exempt from Certificate of Need review.  A facility which meets any part of 
the definition of Ambulatory Care Center set forth below is not a private office practice 
for purposes of this standard and is subject to review as an ambulatory care center.  
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B. Ambulatory Care Center:  For purposes of this standard, a free-standing 
facility, staffed by one or more health care professionals, which provides services on an 
outpatient basis is an ambulatory care center if: 

 
1. The facility acquires medical equipment, over a period of two years, with a 

value in excess of the statutory threshold for major medical equipment; or 
 

2. The facility falls within one of the following categories of ambulatory care 
centers: 

 
a. Community-Based Primary Care Center:  A community-based 

primary care center is a primary care facility operated by a tax 
exempt, nonprofit organization with a community board that 
provides or will provide primary care services to people without 
regard to ability to pay and offers health education and preventive 
services to people in its service area.   

 
Primary care services shall be defined by the Office of Community 
and Rural Health of the Department of Health and Human 
Resources.  To qualify as a community board, a board must have 
sufficient community representation to allow that board to qualify as 
a board of a federally qualified health center.  Additional relevant 
definitions are listed in Section III (A), below. 

 
b. Urgent Care Center:  Urgent Care Centers are free- standing 

medical care centers which may be proprietary or non-profit.  A 
wide range of services may be provided by Urgent Care Centers:  
medical care for minor injuries or symptoms, drug screening or 
dispensing, primary care, pediatrics, orthopedics, physical or 
occupational therapy, gynecology, ENT, minor surgery, 
dermatology, cancer screening, diet control, psychological and 
allergy testing, simple diagnostic procedures and radiology.    

 
In order to qualify as an Urgent Care Center, a facility must be open 
for more than 60 hours per week. 

 
An Urgent Care Center is subject to the criteria and standards set 
forth below if it involves the acquisition, over a period of two years, 
of medical equipment with a value in excess of the statutory 
threshold for major medical equipment. 

 
c. Diagnostic Center:  A Diagnostic Center is a facility that offers 

routine diagnostic outpatient testing and procedures, including, but 
not limited to laboratory, radiography, ultrasound, testing for 
general physical examinations, drug screening, nuclear medicine, 
imaging, or other procedures that can be reasonably performed in 
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an outpatient setting.  For the purposes of this standard, a 
Diagnostic Facility is subject to the criteria and standards set forth 
below if it involves the acquisition, over a period of two years, of 
medical equipment with a value in excess of the statutory threshold 
for major medical equipment. 

 
d. Ambulatory Surgery Center:  Ambulatory surgery is the provision of 

surgical services that require anesthesia or a period of post 
operative observation or both, to patients whose admission for an 
overnight stay is not anticipated.  Beds for overnight confinement 
are not provided. 

 
                              Four Types of Ambulatory Surgery Centers 

 
1)  Free-Standing (a totally independent, separate facility).  Such 
facilities shall have at least four operating suites. 

 
2)  Hospital-based independent (physically located within a hospital 
complex, but having a separate and independent financial and 
administrative status).  Such facilities shall have at least four 
operating suites. These facilities shall be reviewable under CON for 
Ambulatory Surgery Centers.   

 
3)  Outpatient Surgery, referred to as hospital-based dependent (a 
facility which is financially and administratively linked to the 
hospital).  Such facilities shall have at least four operating suites.  
These facilities shall be reviewable as an Ambulatory Surgery 
Centers if associated costs are above the threshold for CON.  This 
definition does not include the legally authorized practice of surgery 
by any one or more persons in the private offices of any health care 
providers except as outlined below.   

 
4)  Private Office Practice Surgical Facility (a facility which is part of 
a private office practice).  Excepting the facilities of oral surgeons 
and podiatrists, such facilities shall be reviewable under CON under 
the following circumstances: 

 
a)  if there are two or more operating room suites; 

 
b)  if general, epidural, or spinal anesthesia is provided; or  

 
c)  if the physician charges an additional fee for the use of 
the facility. 

 
For the purposes of this definition, any Ambulatory Surgery 
Center is subject to the criteria and standards set forth below 
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if it involves the acquisition, over a period of two years, of 
medical equipment with a value in excess of the statutory 
threshold for major medical equipment. 

 
 
 

e. Outpatient Behavioral Health Facility:  Outpatient behavioral health 
facilities are defined as specialized health care services, which are 
provided by licensed health professionals and are concerned with 
patients with behavioral disorders, mental deficiencies or brain 
tissue impairments, provided on an outpatient basis that may be 
acute or long term in duration. 

 
For purposes of this definition, an outpatient behavioral health 
facility is subject to the criteria and standards set forth below if it 
involves the establishment of a new institutional health service.  

 
f. Any other ambulatory health care facility, as defined by W.Va. Code 

16-2D-2(b). 
 
 
II. GENERAL STANDARDS 
 

The following standards apply to all ambulatory care centers.  Standards which 
apply specifically to a particular type of ambulatory care center are listed in Section III of 
this standard and supplement the general standards, unless otherwise noted. 

 
 
A. Need Methodology 

 
For ambulatory care centers for which no specific need methodology is set forth 

in Section III, below, the following general need methodology shall be used.  If a need 
methodology is specified for a particular type of ambulatory care facility in Section III of 
this standard, the general need methodology will apply only to those portions of the 
need methodology which are not specified. 
 

All certificate of need applicants shall demonstrate, with specificity, that there is 
an unmet need for the proposed ambulatory care services, that the proposed services 
will not have a negative impact on the community by significantly limiting the availability 
and viability of other services or providers, and that the proposed services are the most 
cost effective alternative.   
 

The applicant shall delineate the service area by documenting the expected 
areas around the ambulatory care facility from which the center is expected to draw 
patients.  The applicant may submit testimony or documentation on the expected 
service area, based upon national data or statistics, or upon projections generally relied 
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upon by professionals engaged in health planning or the development of health 
services. 
 

The applicant shall document expected utilization for the services to be provided 
by the facility for the population within the service area.  As used in this section, 
"expected utilization", in addition to the expected demand for the service, may be 
expressed as the number of providers typically required to serve any given population, 
or as the number of persons in a population that are typically served by a single 
provider.  Where a population is known to have specific characteristics, such as age or 
disease rates, that affect utilization, then those characteristics may be taken into 
consideration. 
 

After establishing expected utilization or demand, the applicant shall estimate or 
document the number of existing providers within the service area and the extent to 
which the demand is being met by existing providers located within the service area.  
Where expected utilization is expressed as a number of providers typically serving a 
given population, it shall be sufficient to show that the ratio of providers to the 
population in the area is below the expected number.  Providers located outside the 
service area need not be considered; absent specific showing that a provider located 
outside the service area is a major provider of services to the population within the 
service area. 
 
 

B. Quality 
 

Applicants seeking a certificate of need approval for the development of an 
ambulatory care center, or for a renovation project or replacement facilities, shall 
demonstrate compliance with applicable licensing, certification, and/ or accreditation 
standards, or submit a substantive and detailed plan to come into compliance with 
applicable licensing, certification and/or accreditation requirements.  All staff of the 
facility shall be in compliance with applicable standards. 
 
    All ambulatory care centers shall document written plans for the development 
and implementation of a quality assurance program which meets acceptable standards 
as specified by any applicable accrediting organizations.  
 

All ambulatory care centers shall demonstrate: 
 

1. suitability of physical plant, if applicable; 
 

2. adequate staff; 
 

3. effective treatment environment documented by written protocol; 
 

4. recognition of patient rights; and 
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5. an administration/evaluation process. 
 
 
 
 
 

C. Continuum of Care 
 

Ambulatory care centers will develop referral relationships and cooperative 
agreements with other health care providers as may be required to assure a continuum 
of care. 
 
 

D. Cost 
 

The financial feasibility of a proposed ambulatory care center must be 
demonstrated through three years. 
 

Costs and charges for services and procedures provided in an ambulatory care 
center shall be comparable to the cost and charges of facilities offering comparable 
services, as defined by the Health Care Authority, except where sliding fee 
arrangements exist based on patients' ability to pay. 
 

Applicants must demonstrate in their financial projections that all indigent 
persons needing the services or procedures can be served without jeopardizing the 
financial viability of the project. 
 

Applicants must demonstrate that new services, facilities and technologies will 
not lead to unnecessary increases in costs. 
 

E. Accessibility 
 

Facilities shall comply with all applicable state and federal laws regarding 
accessibility to the disabled. 
 

Preference will be given to applicants who demonstrate intent to provide services 
to all patients, without regard to their ability to pay. 
 
 

F. Alternatives 
 

Alternatives to new construction should be explored and applicants must 
demonstrate the need for any new construction proposed for the development of an 
ambulatory care center. 
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Other alternatives which can assure the availability of the service at a lower or 
similar cost with improved accessibility shall be addressed. 
 
 
 
 
 

G. Other 
 

Not withstanding their location in an ambulatory care center, nothing in this 
standard shall exempt from review certain health services, major medical equipment, 
and/or facilities, which are subject to separate certificate of need review pursuant to 
West Virginia Code.  These include, but are not limited to: 
 

Computerized Tomography 
Proton Emission Tomography 
Magnetic Resonance Imaging 
Cardiac Catheterization 
Radiation Therapy 
Lithotripsy 

 
 
III. FACILITY-SPECIFIC STANDARDS 
 

A. Community-based Primary Care Centers: 
 

1. Definitions: 
 

b. Primary care shortage area:  A primary care shortage area is a 
geographic area that is underserved with respect to primary care 
services.  An area is considered a primary care shortage area if either 
of the following are true: 

 
 

(1) The services are not located within the service areas of other 
comprehensive community-based primary care centers; or 

 
(2) The services are located at least the allowable distance from 
other comprehensive community-based primary care centers. 

 
b. Rural:  An area is considered "rural" if it does not contain a 

municipality with a population over 20,000 people. 
 

c. Allowable distance:  In rural areas, for primary roads in non-
mountainous terrain, twenty (20) miles; for primary roads in 
mountainous terrain, fifteen (15) miles; for interstates or other 
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limited access highways, twenty-five (25) miles.  In non-rural areas, 
for areas linked primarily by primary roads, seven (7) miles; and for 
areas linked primarily by interstates and other limited access 
highways, ten (10) miles. 

 
d. Service area:  For each community-based primary care center, the 

service area is the geographic area or population groups approved 
by the Public Health Service of the United States Department of 
Health and Human Services as such center's service area.  If a 
community-based primary care center does not report its service 
area to the Public Health Service, such center shall obtain approval 
of its service area from the Office of Community and Rural Health 
of the Department of Health and Human Resources. 

 
e. Comprehensive primary care center:  A comprehensive community-

based primary care center is a primary care center that is staffed at 
least thirty two (32) hours per week and offers a full range of 
primary care services. 

 
2.   Need Methodology: 

 
a. Replacement or maintenance of existing primary care services: 

 
Community-based primary care centers proposing to replace or 
maintain existing primary care services shall have already satisfied 
the need requirement for replacing or maintaining such services, 
even if those services are offered in another location, as long as the 
proposed services serve the same population.  To the extent that a 
certificate of need is required to replace or maintain services, the 
agency shall not deny a request for such certificate of need on the 
basis of lack of need. 

 
b. Creation of new primary care services: 

 
(1) Primary care shortage area:  Community-based primary care 
centers applying for certificates of need to create new primary care 
services shall have already satisfied the need requirement if the 
application establishes that such services are to be located in 
primary care shortage areas.  The agency shall not deny such 
applications on the basis of need. 

 
(2) Non-Primary care shortage areas:  The agency shall 
evaluate need in the following manner for CON application by 
community-based primary care centers to create new primary care 
services in non-primary care shortage areas:  a community-based 
primary care center proposing to add primary care services to a 
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non-primary care shortage area shall satisfy the need requirement 
if no other community-based primary care center serving the same 
area demonstrates with specificity, within sixty days after the 
submission of a detailed description of such proposed new services 
to the agency and to all community-based primary care centers  
serving said area, either the lack of need for such services in the 
affected communities or the ability of the already existing center to 
provide such new primary care services within one year. 

 
3.   Quality: 

 
All new primary care services regulated by this standard shall include a 
quality assurance program that is at least as stringent as required for 
federally qualified health centers, generally.  The ratio of medical support 
staff to physicians shall not exceed four to one. 

 
   4.   Cost: 
 

All community-based primary care centers proposing new primary care 
services pursuant to this standard must demonstrate the financial ability to 
create and maintain such services.  Charges for new primary care 
services shall be consistent with allowable costs of providing such 
services as determined by standards enforced by state and federal 
agencies.  Salaries shall be comparable to salaries of other similar 
positions in the surrounding region. 

 
  5.   Accessibility: 
 

All community-based primary care centers proposing new primary care 
services pursuant to this standard must demonstrate how transportation 
will be provided for patients in the area who lack access to adequate 
transportation. 

 
B. Ambulatory Surgery Centers: 

 
1.  Current Inventory: 

 
The Health Care Authority shall provide each applicant with a current 
inventory of ambulatory surgery centers and operating room suites. 

 
2.  Need Methodology: 

 
Proposals involving building a new ambulatory surgery center, expanding 
an existing surgical facility, or replacing existing surgical capacity at the 
facility (based on the criteria set forth below) which would duplicate 
existing under-utilized facility capacity and are likely to lead to increases in 
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the total cost of health care to a community may be denied by the 
Authority.  In addition to meeting the 40 hour utilization minimum for new 
operating rooms at the facility, and the 36 hour minimum for the 
replacement or renovation of existing operating rooms at the facility, the 
applicant must submit reliable, probative, and substantial evidence 
documenting that it is not practical for the existing operating rooms at the 
facility to be utilized to achieve the required patient surgical requirements. 

  
a. For New Operating Suites in Existing Facilities:  Additional surgical 

suites shall not be added unless all existing comparable operating 
rooms at the facility are utilized on average for surgery at least 40 
hours per week, including billable hours and reasonable turn-
around time, based on the most recent 12 month study period for 
which data is available.  

 
b. For Renovation or Replacement of existing Operating Suites:  

Renovation or replacement of surgical suites shall not be approved 
unless all existing comparable operating rooms at the facility are 
utilized for surgery on average at least 36 hours per week, including 
billable hours and reasonable turn-around time, based on the most 
recent 12 month study period for which data is available.   

 
c. For New Operating Suites in New Freestanding Facilities or Private 

Office Practice Surgical Facilities:  Additional facilities with 
operating suites shall not be added unless all existing comparable 
operating rooms at other existing facilities in the area are utilized on 
average for surgery at least 40 hours per week, including billable 
hours and reasonable turn-around time, based on the most recent 
12 month study period for which data is available. 

 
Using the methodology below, the applicant shall demonstrate that the proposed 
operating room suites fall within the range of projected ambulatory surgical 
operating room suites for the service area. 

 
The total number of operating room suites in the service area shall be defined by 
the following formula: 

 
(1)  Calculation of Use Rates Per 1,000 Population 

 
   A. National Surgical = Surgical Procedures for year 

Use Rate   year x 1000 U.S. population    
     for year 
 
   B. West Virginia    WV Surgical Procedures 

Surgical Use  =             for x 1000                  
Rate    WV population for year 
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   C. Service Area,  Area Surgical Procedures 

Surgical Use Rate =     for year x 1000                  
Area Population for year 

 
(2) Calculation for Range of projected Ambulatory Surgical Procedures for 

Service Area 
 
   A. Projected   Lowest Use Rate   x   Area Population 

Surgical  =     for year                          for year       
Procedures      1,000 
for Area 

 
   B. Range of Projected Ambulatory Surgical Procedures 
 

Lower end  = Projected Surgical Procedures 
of range   for area x 40 

 
Upper end  = Projected Surgical Procedures 
of range   for area x  .60 

 
(3) Calculation for Range of Projected Ambulatory Surgical Operating Rooms 

for Service Area 
 
   A. Range of projected Ambulatory Surgical Operating Rooms 
 

Lower end  = Lower end of range (2) B of projected 
ambulatory 
of range             surgical procedures MINUS number of 

       ambulatory surgeries performed in year        
1,200 

 
Upper end  = Upper end of range (2) B of projected 
ambulatory 
of range          surgical procedures MINUS 

number of 
       ambulatory surgeries performed in year       

1,200 
 
 

Assumptions of the methodology 
 

A. 40% to 60% of all surgeries performed in hospitals are appropriate for 
ambulatory surgery.  
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B. 1,200 procedures per year are necessary to justify one ambulatory 
surgical operating room -- Source:  Hospital Survey Committee of 
Philadelphia. 

 
C. National Surgical Use Rate of 110.5/1000 -- Source:  American Medical 

Association. 
 

3. Quality: 
 

The applicant must demonstrate that it has entered a written agreement 
with the nearest acute care hospital, or any acute care hospital within 
thirty minutes travel time, stating that the acute care hospital will accept 
the transfer and care of patients from the ambulatory surgery center. 
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_______________________________               Page ___________ 

CON File # _____________________ 

 

9 FINANCIAL FEASIBILITY 

For each of the most recently completed fiscal year, the current and next 
future fiscal years prior to the project’s full completion, and for the first three 
years of operation after completion, submit the following information as 
applicable: 

A. Financial statements: 

9.A.1 Statements of Revenues and Expenses 

9.A.2 Balance Sheets 

9.A.3 Statements of Changes in Fund Balances or Financial Position 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CON-40.3 

 
_______________________________               Page ___________ 

CON File # _____________________ 

B. Provide a listing of assumptions utilized in the preparation of the financial 
statements including staffing and salaries, expenses, utilization data, fee 
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schedule or charges, and projected revenues based on payor mix in Table 
9.B. 

8. AVAILABILITY OF HEALTH SERVICES 

A. Describe the relationship of this project to the existing health care system 
in the service area. 

B. How will this proposal enhance the availability of ambulatory car services 
to the population? 

C. How will the proposed service affect the utilization and operation of 
existing health care facilities in the service area? 

11. COST CONTAINMENT 

A. Describe how this proposal will result in the efficient and effective delivery 
of ambulatory care services. 

B. Discuss the availability of needed resources. 

C. What alternatives to the development of this proposal were considered? 

12. FACILITY POLICIES 

A. How will the proposal fulfill the needs of medically indigent persons? 

B. Describe the facility’s policies for admission of patients. 

13. LETTERS OF SUPPORT 

  Attach letters of support and endorsements, if any. 

 

 

 

 

CON-40.4 
_______________________________               Page ___________ 

CON File # _____________________ 

14. SIGNATURE 
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COUNTY OF _____________________________ 

STATE OF _______________________________, to wit: 

 Upon first being duly sworn, I hereby state that, to the best of my information, 

knowledge, and belief, the information provided in this application is true and correct.  I 

further state that the applicant is in full compliance with the financial disclosure 

provisions of W.Va. Code §16-5F-1 et seq. or W.Va. Code §16-29B-1 et seq. 

 

       ____________________________________
                       (Signature) 

  

       ________________________________ 
                                                  (Title) 

  

 Sworn to, stated, and subscribed before me on this ______day of ___________,  

______________. 

 

       ________________________________ 
                     Notary Public 

      

(SEAL)  

       

       

CON-40.5 
_______________________________             Page ___________ 

CON File # _____________________ 

TABLE 4.A 
CAPITAL COST OF PROJECT 
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 Complete if any of the capital expenditures associated with the project is for land 
or buildings as well as equipment. 
 
Anticipated construction start date on which cost estimated are based: 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Estimated annual inflation rate used to project costs: 
 
______________________________________________________________________ 
 
Note:  Complete only those sub items which apply to your project. 
 
 Costs should be based on timetable provided in Question 6 of this application.  
Review of cost increase, if necessary, will be based on delays in that timetable or rates 
of inflation that exceed the assumptions used to calculate costs. 
 
a. Site Acquisition Costs:      Subtotal 
 
 1. Purchase Price  _________ 

 2. Closing Costs  _________ 

 3. Other (specify)  _________ 

  Subtotal (a)       ________ 

c. Site Preparation Costs: 

1. Demolition   _________ 

2. Earthwork   _________ 

 3. Site Utilities   _________ 

4. Roads, Parking 
And Walks   _________ 
 

5. Other (specify)  _________ 
  a. 
  b. 

  Subtotal (b)       ________ 

CON-40.6 

_______________________________               Page ___________ 

CON File # _____________________ 
 

TABLE 4.A ( cont’d) 
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c. Architectural and Engineering     Subtotal 

 1. Architectural Fees  ________ 

 2. Engineering Fees  ________ 

  Subtotal (c)       ________ 

 

d. Other Consultant Fees: 
 (List each separately) 

 1.     ________ 

 2.     ________ 

 3.     ________ 

  Subtotal (d)       ________ 

 

e. Direct Construction Costs: 

 1. Cost of materials  ________ 

 2. Cost of labor   ________ 

 3. Fixed equipment 
  Included in Con- 
  sruction Contract  ________ 

 4. Contingency ( ____%) ________ 

  Subtotal (e)       ________ 

 

f. Equipment Costs: 

 [From Question 4(c)]  ________ 

  Subtotal (f)       ________ 

 

 

CON-40.7 

_______________________________               Page ___________ 

CON File # _____________________ 
 

TABLE 4.A (cont’d) 
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g. For all types of financing, complete the applicable items: 

 1. Legal Fee:       Subtotal 

  a. Bond Counsel ________ 

b. Underwriter’s 
Counsel   ________ 

c. Applicant’s 
Counsel  ________ 

  d. Other   ________ 

 

 2. Capitalized Interest 
  (Interest earned  
  less interest paid 
  during construction.) ________ 
 
 3. Feasibility Study  ________ 

 4. Other (specify): 

  a.    ________ 

  b.    ________ 

  c.    ________ 

   Subtotal (g)      ________ 

 

 

TOTAL PROJECT COST       ________ 

   

   

   
 
  

CON-40.8 
_______________________________               Page ___________ 

CON File # _____________________ 
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TABLE 5.A 

PROPOSED PLAN FOR FINANCING 

 Complete applicable items and describe source, type, amount, rate, etc.  Attach 
documentation, letters of commitment, additional information as pertinent. 
 
   Type of Financing     Total Amount 
 
_____ Lease (Check appropriate blanks) 
    Land______   Building ______   Equipment ______ 
 
 Fair Market Value  $ ________ 
 
_____ Cash         ___________ 
 
    Source: __________________ 
 

_____ Conventional       ___________ 

     Principal    $ ________ 

     Interest    $ ________ 

     Term    $ ________ 

______ Bonds        ___________ 

     Principal    $ ________ 

     Interest    $ ________ 

     Term    $ ________ 

     Debt Service Reserve  $ ________ 

 

          ___________ 
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TABLE 5.A (cont’d) 

 

______ Gifts         ___________ 

______ Grants        ___________ 

______ Land Equity       ___________ 

______ Other Owner Equity      ___________ 

    Notes   $ ________ 

    Stock   $ ________ 

    Other   $ ________ 

 

TOTAL FINANCING       ___________ 
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TABLE 6 

 
PROJECT TIMEABLE 

 
 

 Provide a timetable for incurring the obligation for any capital expenditure 
associated with the project and for implementation of the project. 
          Estimated Months 
            Subsequent To 
          _CON Approval__ 
 
 a, Land (site) acquired:     ______________  
 
 b. Final plans and specifications  
    submitted to the HFLC&S:    ______________ 

 c. Financing arrangements 
    completed:       ______________ 

 d. Initial capital expenditure 
    obligated:       ______________ 

 e. Construction contract secured 
    and signed:       ______________ 

 f. Construction started:     ______________ 

 g. Remaining capital expenditure 
     obligated:       ______________ 

 h. Equipment orders submitted:    ______________ 

 i. Construction completed:     ______________ 

 j. Request for substantial 
    compliance review submitted 
    to CON Program      ______________ 

 k. Project completed and in operation   ______________ 
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TABLE 9.B 

 
 

 Provide the following information for the most recently completed fiscal year, 
current and future fiscal years prior to the project’s completion and for the first year of 
operation after completion of the project.  State all assumptions upon which the 
projections are based. 
 
Year Ending __________ 
 
       Gross          Net 
     Revenue  Allowance  Revenue 
 
Medicare    _______  ________  _______ 
   
Medicaid    _______  ________  _______ 
 
Blue Cross/ 
  Blue Shield    _______  ________  _______ 
 
Commercial 
  Insurance    _______  ________  _______ 
 
Self Pay    _______  ________  _______ 
   
Other     _______  ________  _______ 
 
Total*     _______  ________  _______ 
     
 
  *  Total should correspond to operating revenue shown on pro-forma revenue and  
 expense statements submitted for first year of operation. 
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